
Joni M : Dylan \"not authentic _ plagiarist _ fake\"Posted by MinstrelBoy - 2010/04/23 02:22_____________________________________Joni Mitchell LA Times interviewLAT: ... The folk scene you came out of had fun creating personas. You were born Roberta Joan Anderson, and someone named Bobby Zimmerman became Bob Dylan.JM: Bob is not authentic at all. He's a plagiarist, and his name and voice are fake. Everything about Bob is a deception. We are like night and day, he and I.:S============================================================================Re:Joni M : Dylan \"not authentic _ plagiarist _ faPosted by wurlitzer - 2010/04/23 03:09_____________________________________hell hath no fury.....============================================================================Re:Joni M : Dylan \"not authentic _ plagiarist _ faPosted by Derek - 2010/04/23 03:40_____________________________________"his name and voice are fake"Well the name - OK. But voice? I guess a few of them over the years might have been fake but anyone care to guess which is the "real" Dylan voice? Was it Nashville Skyline after all?============================================================================Re:Joni M : Dylan \"not authentic _ plagiarist _ fake\"Posted by wildfishes - 2010/04/23 06:38_____________________________________At first I thought "Yikes!  What must have happened on that 1998 tour with Bob and Van?"  Then I read the quote again and thought, yep they are like night and day.  I don't know about the "authentic" jab, but I don't disagree with the rest of the statement, or think it's particularly damning.============================================================================Re:Joni M : Dylan \"not authentic _ plagiarist _ fake\"Posted by billyg - 2010/04/23 10:16_____________________________________(message deleted--offensive language)============================================================================Re:Joni M : Dylan \"not authentic _ plagiarist _ fake\"Posted by MinstrelBoy - 2010/04/23 11:09_____________________________________Twitterland is abuzz with this  :woohoo: http://twitter.com/#search?q=Mitchell%20Dylan============================================================================Re:Joni M : DylanPosted by Warren - 2010/04/23 13:12_____________________________________billyg wrote:(quotation deleted from earlier post---offensive language)When was it that you met her?============================================================================Re:Joni M : Dylan \"not authentic _ plagiarist _ fake\"Posted by Littlesadie - 2010/04/23 16:31_____________________________________Don't get me wrong, now, I like Dylan and have enjoyed his music, but, what, exactly, did she say that wasn't true?============================================================================Re:Joni M : Dylan \"not authentic _ plagiarist _ fake\"Posted by jhl3 - 2010/04/23 16:47_____________________________________I agree - her words read as though she's angry, but the only thing I disagree with is that he doesn't sing with an "authentic" voice.  Bob has to approach singing from a completely different place than Joni - she has (had) an angelic soprano and sings from a ethereal perspective, Bob sings from the ground up, and he revels in vocal gymnastics - not operatic, but carny.============================================================================Re:Joni M : Dylan \"not authentic _ plagiarist _ fake\"Posted by Tim Out of Mind - 2010/04/23 16:50_____________________________________Deceptive, fake or not, Bob is still a great lyricist, musician, and singer.  If what she says is true, then authenticity is overrated.============================================================================Re:Joni M : Dylan \"not authentic _ plagiarist _ fake\"Posted by divido - 2010/04/23 16:50_____________________________________she certainly overstates dylan's artifice and probably understates her own. having precendent and sources talks more about an intellectual curiousity and appreciation rather than anything too crass - yes he should credit others better but what the hell...============================================================================Re:Joni M : DylanPosted by Tim Out of Mind - 2010/04/23 16:51_____________________________________billyg wrote: (quote deleted from earlier post--offensive language)And fair play to you, Bill.============================================================================Re:Joni M : DylanPosted by Littlesadie - 2010/04/23 16:53_____________________________________jhl3 wrote:I agree - her words read as though she's angry, but the only thing I disagree with is that he doesn't sing with an "authentic" voice.  Bob has to approach singing from a completely different place than Joni - she has (had) an angelic soprano and sings from a ethereal perspective, Bob sings from the ground up, and he revels in vocal gymnastics - not operatic, but carny.Okay, but one listen to this and one asks, "Will the real Bob Dylan please stand up."http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=gWDQkz8POps============================================================================Re:Joni M : DylanPosted by ...alias... - 2010/04/23 17:36_____________________________________... complete this song lyric: ..."Don't it always seem to to go ..."" ???????????" ....============================================================================Re:Joni M : DylanPosted by ...alias... - 2010/04/23 17:38_____________________________________.... or, how about this ... which I think she WROTE FOR BOB...haha" Your a mean ol' daddy ..... but I LIKE you "...gotta love Joni ....============================================================================Re:Joni M : DylanPosted by MinstrelBoy - 2010/04/23 17:57_____________________________________Littlesadie wrote:Okay, but one listen to this and one asks, "Will the real Bob Dylan please stand up."{youtube}gWDQkz8POps{/youtube}  My favorite moment in that clip, at 1'48"Johnny: "'Cos you're right from your side, Bob, but I'm right from mine" Bob: "I know it!"I'd love to hear how he'd respond to Joni's outburst.He'd probably just give her one of those stares. :silly: Or maybe he'd find it hilarious.http://www.barbaraarcher.com/artists/kramer/img/dkramer_invite.jpg============================================================================Re:Joni M : DylanPosted by elmer - 2010/04/23 18:13_____________________________________...alias... wrote:.... or, how about this ... which I think she WROTE FOR BOB...haha" Your a mean ol' daddy ..... but I LIKE you "...gotta love Joni ....actually she wrote it for cary raditz, a character she met during the time she spent in matala on crete in 1968-69. it has nothing to do with bob, whose version of big yellow taxi i kind of likeyou can read more about raditz and her and all of it here:http://crete.wordpress.com/2008/02/26/joni-michell-in-matala-crete/============================================================================Re:Joni M : DylanPosted by PlainJane - 2010/04/23 19:03_____________________________________Why, that squalling two-timing Canadian excuse for an alleycat! I'll scratch her eyes out the next time I see her. She can't talk about our sweet little innocent boy like that.============================================================================Re:Joni M : DylanPosted by Warren - 2010/04/23 19:30_____________________________________.Littlesadie wrote:but, what, exactly, did she say that wasn't true?Then there's this post by none other than double ee in the Comments at americansongwriter.com:so what did she say was untrue?http://www.americansongwriter.com/2010/04/joni-mitchell-slanders-bob-dylan/Priceless.============================================================================Re:Joni M : Dylan \"not authentic _ plagiarist _ faPosted by lonepilgrim - 2010/04/23 20:23_____________________________________It's worth reading the whole LA Times article to get a context for the quote. Joni didn't just ring up a reporter to give that quote and then hang up.The interview was provoked by a drag artist who's been performing Joni's songs and persona in a one (wo)man show so much of the interview revolves around the extent to which identity is performed and how it changes over time. This is one of the reasons why bob appealed as a subject to Todd Haynes. She also says in the interview: "I'm a method actress in my songs". Her work has often been overtly  confessional, bob's has rarely been so.  I'm not so sure she thinks bobs deceptiveness is a bad quality - with her knowledge of visual art she'd be aware of the Picasso quote that 'Art is the lie that tells the truth'.============================================================================Re:Joni M : DylanPosted by PlainJane - 2010/04/23 20:32_____________________________________She said in a hostile way something that's absolutely true. Her hostility is her business--she knows the man, and she obviously has her reasons. It doesn't bother me one way or another. I like Bob, and I like Joni, and it makes no real difference to me if they don't like each other. As to the truth of what she said--hasn't Bob, for his whole career, been trying on poses, trying out voices, taking what he needed wherever he found it? Isn't that what he's all about in the end, whether you want to call phoniness or a kind of genius? Singer-songwriters are supposed to be a sensitive bunch, all about sharing their feelings and touching you with their sincerity. Well, Bob isn't sincere, and that's what I love about him. He isn't real; he's something better than that. And Joni is more complicated than that too, but this isn't a Joni forum.============================================================================Re:Joni M : DylanPosted by wurlitzer - 2010/04/24 00:29_____________________________________were this a joni forum, which i understand it is not, i might be tempted to relate my experience of attending  her concert on the boston common in the eighties.  she refused to come on stage   until the sponsor's mural was replaced with a painting of her own choosing. after at least an hour, the murals were changed, and the performer came onstage, but the  someone in the audience made a remark that sent her crying back into the wings.since it is a bob forum, i might suggest that the mangy canadian alleycat was upset about the lyrical changes he made to big yellow taxi in his efforts to transform the singer from female to male.  but that probably is nothing compared to the basic hostility that one hump puppy nearly always has for another.============================================================================Re:Joni M : Dylan \"not authentic _ plagiarist _ fake\"Posted by Chimes - 2010/04/24 01:55_____________________________________On Hechtâ€”a poet neglected in recent yearsâ€”Ricks meditates on his allusiveness. Hecht himself reflected widely in an interview, quoted in True Friendship, that he "borrowed" freely from earlier poets. "The borrowed voices, I should like to hope, lend a sort of ancestral authority to what I am trying to say, but they also represent a kind of homage on my part." She acts like another member of the Dead Poet's Society; but I won't say who that is. Its simply a matter of perception or not.============================================================================Re:Joni M : DylanPosted by Littlesadie - 2010/04/24 03:12_____________________________________Chimes wrote:On Hechtâ€”a poet neglected in recent yearsâ€”Ricks meditates on his allusiveness. Hecht himself reflected widely in an interview, quoted in True Friendship, that he "borrowed" freely from earlier poets. "The borrowed voices, I should like to hope, lend a sort of ancestral authority to what I am trying to say, but they also represent a kind of homage on my part." She acts like another member of the Dead Poet's Society; but I won't say who that is. Its simply a matter of perception or not.Hecht might have 'admitted' to borrowing freely from other poets, but when did Dylan ever 'admit' to it?   That's the difference.============================================================================Re:Joni M : Dylan \"not authentic _ plagiarist _ fake\"Posted by Chimes - 2010/04/24 03:51_____________________________________Yes, that could be a difference. My thoughts, however, were leaning towards the difference between a critic and a writer's criticism.============================================================================Re:Joni M : DylanPosted by saut de basque - 2010/04/24 04:29_____________________________________Derek wrote:"his name and voice are fake"Well the name - OK. But voice? I guess a few of them over the years might have been fake but anyone care to guess which is the "real" Dylan voice?All of them. Like Emerson, like all of us, like Joni herself, he contains multitudes. A singing voice is just a style. Does Joni today dress in the same style as she did in the 60's? Of course not. So was she a fake then or now? Dumb question.============================================================================Re:Joni M : DylanPosted by saut de basque - 2010/04/24 05:00_____________________________________PlainJane wrote:hasn't Bob, for his whole career, been trying on poses, trying out voices, taking what he needed wherever he found it? Isn't that what he's all about in the end, whether you want to call phoniness or a kind of genius? Singer-songwriters are supposed to be a sensitive bunch, all about sharing their feelings and touching you with their sincerity. Well, Bob isn't sincere, and that's what I love about him. He isn't real; he's something better than that.What could be better than real? What could be good if it isn't in the deepest sense real? Artistry isn't borowing, and it isn't stealing either. It's learning. The artist learns just as children learn from adults and adults learn from each other. Bob doesn't try on poses. He grows.============================================================================Re:Joni M : DylanPosted by oldfan - 2010/04/24 05:15_____________________________________PlainJane wrote:She said in a hostile way something that's absolutely true. Her hostility is her business--she knows the man, and she obviously has her reasons. It doesn't bother me one way or another. I like Bob, and I like Joni, and it makes no real difference to me if they don't like each other. As to the truth of what she said--hasn't Bob, for his whole career, been trying on poses, trying out voices, taking what he needed wherever he found it? Isn't that what he's all about in the end, whether you want to call phoniness or a kind of genius? Singer-songwriters are supposed to be a sensitive bunch, all about sharing their feelings and touching you with their sincerity. Well, Bob isn't sincere, and that's what I love about him. He isn't real; he's something better than that. And Joni is more complicated than that too, but this isn't a Joni forum.No ONe mentioned the most obvious part of this story...and considering this is a website as other dylan websites devoted to him - because of his ability to deliver/phrase/put-on/be tongue-in-cheek/sarcastic/silly/what have you...till someone hears the TONE of her voice and phrasing to judge is ludicrous....think people think.============================================================================Re:Joni M : DylanPosted by elmer - 2010/04/24 05:17_____________________________________saut de basque wrote:Derek wrote:"his name and voice are fake"Well the name - OK. But voice? I guess a few of them over the years might have been fake but anyone care to guess which is the "real" Dylan voice?All of them. Like Emerson, like all of us, like Joni herself, he contains multitudes. A singing voice is just a style. Does Joni today dress in the same style as she did in the 60's? Of course not. So was she a fake then or now? Dumb question.actually your allusion should have been to whitman and not emerson for the lines are from leaves of grass:Do I contradict myself? Very well, then I contradict myself, I am large, I contain multitudes.                                                                                                                           â€”  Walt Whitman i agree you could say emerson does contain multitudes (as do all of us, as you say) but your remark as it stands is very misleading as to source============================================================================Re:Joni M : Dylan \"not authentic _ plagiarist _ fake\"Posted by billyg - 2010/04/24 10:50_____________________________________CENSORED on the pool, for telling the truth ? - time to call it a day - goodbye B)============================================================================Re:Joni M : DylanPosted by saut de basque - 2010/04/24 15:30_____________________________________elmer wrote:actually your allusion should have been to whitman and not emerson for the lines are from leaves of grass:Oh, that's right. Thanks for the correction.============================================================================Re:Joni M : DylanPosted by Littlesadie - 2010/04/24 16:58_____________________________________It reposted instead of edited============================================================================Re:Joni M : DylanPosted by Littlesadie - 2010/04/24 16:59_____________________________________Double Post============================================================================Re:Joni M : DylanPosted by Littlesadie - 2010/04/24 17:01_____________________________________See my response in bold within the textb]Warren wrote:Littlesadie wrote:Warren wrote:.Littlesadie wrote:Warren wrote:.Littlesadie wrote:but, what, exactly, did she say that wasn't true?Then there's this post by none other than double ee in the Comments at americansongwriter.com:so what did she say was untrue?http://www.americansongwriter.com/2010/04/joni-mitchell-slanders-bob-dylan/Priceless.Either quote me or don't quote me Warren, but don't quote me half assed when you can do it whole assed.See my post in boldI trust that by "half assed" you actually mean, partially.   I'll quote you or anyone else as I see fit, "Littlesadie."  If you had paid attention instead of being so trigger-happy, you would have noted that I inserted an elipsis inside square brackets to indicate that I wasn't quoting you completely. I didn't quote you completely because whatever else you said was not germane to my point.What you selectively lopped off was substantial to my position on the subject and very relevant.  It was to stress my appreciation for the man's body of work, but that there were also questionable things. Good lord knows I'd be pointed at for Bob bashing which was not my intent and what I posted was important to that point. To selectively extract what you want out of context to make some point on your position is half-assed.No one has yet been able to say how on this forum yet.How what?How she was wrong.Just because one article's headline uses the word 'slander' doesn't necessarily make it so.I have no idea what you are talking about.The specific article you linked says this:  http://www.americansongwriter.com/2010/04/joni-mitchell-slanders-bob-dylan/Which, in what may be my fault, was an assumption of a point you were trying to make.Tell us, Warren, why do you think she's wrong in what she says. Rip that article apart and HER quotes and tell us why. Did I say she was wrong in what she said?  I didn't say a thing one way or the other about her! That is correct Warren, as I stated what was it you contributed to the thread topic and not to the poster in it? (As, apparently, with this post you are claiming you said nothing about Joni's remarks). Except to link an article that has been written 6 different ways to Sunday and read by anyone posting in here already and posted in the first post of this thread.You've contributed nothing here except to quote half assed and re-quote an article that's already been posted in several places and read.I did not re-quote an article.  I provided a link to substantiate a claim that I made.What claim?  You just stated you made no point either way.So, are you here to contribute or just attempt to stir a pot again where no problem exists?Attempt?  I kinda get the feeling that I succeeded. :) At what?What are YOUR opinions on what SHE said?I haven't yet formulated one. Sorry.Your original post makes absolutely no sense to me and this post doesn't really make any more sense of it. When you do formulate an opinion, I think everyone would be happy to hear it.============================================================================Re:Joni M : DylanPosted by wildfishes - 2010/04/24 18:05_____________________________________Littlesadie wrote:See my response in bold within the textb]Warren wrote:Littlesadie wrote:Warren wrote:.Littlesadie wrote:Warren wrote:.Littlesadie wrote:but, what, exactly, did she say that wasn't true?Then there's this post by none other than double ee in the Comments at americansongwriter.com:so what did she say was untrue?http://www.americansongwriter.com/2010/04/joni-mitchell-slanders-bob-dylan/Priceless.Either quote me or don't quote me Warren, but don't quote me half assed when you can do it whole assed.See my post in boldI trust that by "half assed" you actually mean, partially.   I'll quote you or anyone else as I see fit, "Littlesadie."  If you had paid attention instead of being so trigger-happy, you would have noted that I inserted an elipsis inside square brackets to indicate that I wasn't quoting you completely. I didn't quote you completely because whatever else you said was not germane to my point.What you selectively lopped off was substantial to my position on the subject and very relevant.  It was to stress my appreciation for the man's body of work, but that there were also questionable things. Good lord knows I'd be pointed at for Bob bashing which was not my intent and what I posted was important to that point. To selectively extract what you want out of context to make some point on your position is half-assed.No one has yet been able to say how on this forum yet.How what?How she was wrong.Just because one article's headline uses the word 'slander' doesn't necessarily make it so.I have no idea what you are talking about.The specific article you linked says this:  http://www.americansongwriter.com/2010/04/joni-mitchell-slanders-bob-dylan/Which, in what may be my fault, was an assumption of a point you were trying to make.Tell us, Warren, why do you think she's wrong in what she says. Rip that article apart and HER quotes and tell us why. Did I say she was wrong in what she said?  I didn't say a thing one way or the other about her! That is correct Warren, as I stated what was it you contributed to the thread topic and not to the poster in it? (As, apparently, with this post you are claiming you said nothing about Joni's remarks). Except to link an article that has been written 6 different ways to Sunday and read by anyone posting in here already and posted in the first post of this thread.You've contributed nothing here except to quote half assed and re-quote an article that's already been posted in several places and read.I did not re-quote an article.  I provided a link to substantiate a claim that I made.What claim?  You just stated you made no point either way.So, are you here to contribute or just attempt to stir a pot again where no problem exists?Attempt?  I kinda get the feeling that I succeeded. :) At what?What are YOUR opinions on what SHE said?I haven't yet formulated one. Sorry.Your original post makes absolutely no sense to me and this post doesn't really make any more sense of it. When you do formulate an opinion, I think everyone would be happy to hear it.Sorry, just wanted to see how small the middle box can get.And please pass the popcorn!============================================================================Re:Joni M : Dylan \"not authentic _ plagiarist _ fake\"Posted by Warren - 2010/04/24 19:42_____________________________________^:laugh: Thanks for the laff, wf.============================================================================Re:Joni M : DylanPosted by Garilia - 2010/04/25 02:15_____________________________________wildfishes wrote:Littlesadie wrote:See my response in bold within the textb]Warren wrote:Littlesadie wrote:Warren wrote:.Littlesadie wrote:Warren wrote:.Littlesadie wrote:but, what, exactly, did she say that wasn't true?Then there's this post by none other than double ee in the Comments at americansongwriter.com:so what did she say was untrue?http://www.americansongwriter.com/2010/04/joni-mitchell-slanders-bob-dylan/Priceless.Either quote me or don't quote me Warren, but don't quote me half assed when you can do it whole assed.See my post in boldI trust that by "half assed" you actually mean, partially.   I'll quote you or anyone else as I see fit, "Littlesadie."  If you had paid attention instead of being so trigger-happy, you would have noted that I inserted an elipsis inside square brackets to indicate that I wasn't quoting you completely. I didn't quote you completely because whatever else you said was not germane to my point.What you selectively lopped off was substantial to my position on the subject and very relevant.  It was to stress my appreciation for the man's body of work, but that there were also questionable things. Good lord knows I'd be pointed at for Bob bashing which was not my intent and what I posted was important to that point. To selectively extract what you want out of context to make some point on your position is half-assed.No one has yet been able to say how on this forum yet.How what?How she was wrong.Just because one article's headline uses the word 'slander' doesn't necessarily make it so.I have no idea what you are talking about.The specific article you linked says this:  http://www.americansongwriter.com/2010/04/joni-mitchell-slanders-bob-dylan/Which, in what may be my fault, was an assumption of a point you were trying to make.Tell us, Warren, why do you think she's wrong in what she says. Rip that article apart and HER quotes and tell us why. Did I say she was wrong in what she said?  I didn't say a thing one way or the other about her! That is correct Warren, as I stated what was it you contributed to the thread topic and not to the poster in it? (As, apparently, with this post you are claiming you said nothing about Joni's remarks). Except to link an article that has been written 6 different ways to Sunday and read by anyone posting in here already and posted in the first post of this thread.You've contributed nothing here except to quote half assed and re-quote an article that's already been posted in several places and read.I did not re-quote an article.  I provided a link to substantiate a claim that I made.What claim?  You just stated you made no point either way.So, are you here to contribute or just attempt to stir a pot again where no problem exists?Attempt?  I kinda get the feeling that I succeeded. :) At what?What are YOUR opinions on what SHE said?I haven't yet formulated one. Sorry.Your original post makes absolutely no sense to me and this post doesn't really make any more sense of it. When you do formulate an opinion, I think everyone would be happy to hear it.Sorry, just wanted to see how small the middle box can get.And please pass the popcorn!I think it can get smaller.  It's kind of like an optical illusion with opposing mirrors.============================================================================Re:Joni M : DylanPosted by Garilia - 2010/04/25 02:15_____________________________________Hmmm, maybe not============================================================================Re:Joni M : DylanPosted by Garilia - 2010/04/25 02:19_____________________________________oh yeah, and all I saw Warren do was use the part of Little Sadie's quote that was basically the same as double e's quote on American songwriter, and lay them next to each other to see they said basically the same thing. Now, how deep do we need to read between these lines?  Or can I just accept this point at face value?  Because if I have to read further between the lines, I think I need to get my glasses and increase font size.============================================================================Re:Joni M : Dylan \"not authentic _ plagiarist _ fake\"Posted by Littlesadie - 2010/04/25 13:49_____________________________________Thanks, Garillia, for making Warren's comments a little more clear, although I'm still not sure what it is, specifically, the both of you are concluding.  I just now read the article Warren posted and all the comments.First, while I have read several articles on this subject, I have never read or heard of American Songwriter before now.Secondly, my remarks were not the same as this double e person, who I can only assume is some skanky woman who named herself after her bra size, and the use of a statement like that I made is pretty unsophisticated, common and grammer school.  So, are you assuming I stole this person's comment?  That seems pretty ridiculous.Unfortunately, you jacknuts have just reinforced you have nothing to say on the topic, have become stale and have nothing to offer and have waaaaaaaay too much time on your hands.============================================================================Re:Joni M : Dylan \"not authentic _ plagiarist _ fake\"Posted by pillbox - 2010/04/25 17:11_____________________________________I'm not getting on Joni's back or anything, but if she says something about someone not being "authentic" - i.e. "If something is authentic, it is real, true, or what people say it is" -  Is this the "authentic" Joni Mitchell as we've always know her ?http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=amvIxlNiaoY============================================================================Re:Joni M : Dylan \"not authentic _ plagiarist _ fake\"Posted by CuTiE - 2010/04/25 17:15_____________________________________JM: Bob is not authentic at all. He's a plagiarist, and his name and voice are fake. Everything about Bob is a deception. We are like night and day, he and I.that the best line she's written in 40 years.  if only jaco were still around to make her sound good again.============================================================================Re:Joni M : DylanPosted by Garilia - 2010/04/25 18:17_____________________________________Littlesadie wrote:Thanks, Garillia, for making Warren's comments a little more clear, although I'm still not sure what it is, specifically, the both of you are concluding.  I just now read the article Warren posted and all the comments.First, while I have read several articles on this subject, I have never read or heard of American Songwriter before now.Secondly, my remarks were not the same as this double e person, who I can only assume is some skanky woman who named herself after her bra size, and the use of a statement like that I made is pretty unsophisticated, common and grammer school.  So, are you assuming I stole this person's comment?  That seems pretty ridiculous.Unfortunately, you jacknuts have just reinforced you have nothing to say on the topic, have become stale and have nothing to offer and have waaaaaaaay too much time on your hands.I'm not assuming you stole anyone's comment, or that they stole yours, or that you and double e cummings are the same person, or that Double E took their username from the BD song "It Takes a Lot to Laugh, It Takes a Train to Cry."here's what I have to say on the topic, who gives a fart what Joni thinks or says?============================================================================Re:Joni M : DylanPosted by raggedclown - 2010/04/25 19:12_____________________________________here's what I have to say on the topic, who gives a fart what Joni thinks or says?Well, I do.============================================================================Re:Joni M : DylanPosted by raggedclown - 2010/04/25 20:51_____________________________________Anyway, to recap what I said on The Watchtower: Joni was no doubt irked by the question, or rather statement, from the LA Times reporter, which was one of the most fatuous in history. "The folk scene you came out of had fun creating personas. You were born Roberta Joan Anderson, and someone named Bobby Zimmerman became Bob Dylan."Well, first, little Joans are often called Jonis, and Joni Anderson changed her last name not to "have fun creating a persona," but because Mitchell was the surname of her first husband.Second, though she put it rather harshly, Joni is right that Dylan constantly creates a persona, or personas in his art. You never get a glimpse of the real man, even when you think you do. What is 'Sara'? It's holiday snapshots (which resemble everyone else's snapshots) and idealization/deification of a woman ("sweet virgin angel" "mystical wife" "scorpio sphinx" "glamorous nymph"), not a real woman at all. I'd love to see him try that stuff on Joni. She's likely to tell him, "If you want me, I'll be in the bar." They come from such different sets of circumstance, and they certainly approach their art in different ways.Third, no doubt she's absolutely sick to death of being told, as if it were a compliment, that she is the "female Dylan." No one describes Bob as the "male Joni Mitchell," and if put that way around the absurdity of the comparison becomes even more obvious. For some reason Joni is supposed to take it as a compliment. Joni is absolutely right -- she and Bob are completely different songwriters. The comparison is not only rude, it's lazy.Fourth, Joni has exhibited an ambivalent, but generally respectful attitude to Bob in the past. No doubt she was very irritated if he did indeed disrespectfully fall asleep while 'Court and Spark' was being played for the first time, but wind on 30+ years, and what do we find Bob playing in the 12th programme ("Cars") of the first series of Theme Time Radio Hour? Why, it's "Car on the Hill" from that very album. And when Bob came to choose his contribution to a Starbucks compilation of Joni Mitchell songs chosen by other songwriters, he chose another one from that album: "Free Man in Paris." So maybe he was paying attention all those years ago after all...For good measure Bob chose three more Joni Mitchell songs in TTRH: "Little Green" (in the "Colors" programme), "California" in the show devoted to that state, and "Coyote" on one of the "Noah's Ark" programmes.(Some years ago I read an article somewhere that suggested that Bob's "Up to You" was an answer to Joni's "Down to You" -- yet another song from Court and Spark.)Over the years Joni has covered Mr Tambourine Man, Girl of the North Country, and It's All Over Now, Baby Blue. She's also singled out Positively 4th Street as a song that showed her there were no boundaries to the pop song lyric.There is a fine recording of Joni's 7 November 1998 performance in Atlanta, the final night of her tour with Bob and Van. Some yahoo is giving her lip during her set and shouting for Dylan. During her introduction to "Magdalene Laundries" (which is the finest song of the nineties by anyone), he shouts at her to shut up and get off stage.She shuts him up with, 'You're an idiot. A rude idiot. You don't deserve Bob!" At the end of her set she announces that today is her birthday, and she's going to do an extra song, which she dedicates to the heckler (not realizing that he's been removed by security). It is "Both Sides Now," the song she wrote in her twenties that is even more appropriate in late middle age.Joni Mitchell is sheer class.============================================================================Re:Joni M : DylanPosted by Garilia - 2010/04/25 21:51_____________________________________She might be sheer class, but her music bores me.============================================================================Re:Joni M : DylanPosted by raggedclown - 2010/04/25 23:56_____________________________________Your loss.============================================================================Re:Joni M : DylanPosted by wurlitzer - 2010/04/26 00:33_____________________________________raggedclown wrote:Your loss.If your idea of the finest song of the nineties is "Magdalene Laundries," any loss specified herein is surely yours.============================================================================Re:Joni M : DylanPosted by raggedclown - 2010/04/26 01:25_____________________________________"Herein" -- what is this, a legal contract?============================================================================Re:Joni M : Dylan \"not authentic _ plagiarist _ fake\"Posted by Chimes - 2010/04/26 01:34_____________________________________just for the record, I was quoted a few pages backby someone who highlighted a portion of what I wrote andthen complained about his quote being altered, by Warren, for specificity.If there is a standard, I'm glad I missed the whole thing! Had I highlighted something within the quote that I borrowed,it would have been in True Friendship, allusivenessor voice.============================================================================Re:Joni M : DylanPosted by wildfishes - 2010/04/26 01:55_____________________________________raggedclown wrote:There is a fine recording of Joni's 7 November 1998 performance in Atlanta, the final night of her tour with Bob and Van. Some yahoo is giving her lip during her set and shouting for Dylan." I'm shocked, shocked to find that drunken idiots can be found at Dylan concerts!============================================================================Re:Joni M : DylanPosted by Littlesadie - 2010/04/26 02:14_____________________________________Chimes wrote:just for the record, I was quoted a few pages backby someone who highlighted a portion of what I wrote andthen complained about his quote being altered, by Warren, for specificity.If there is a standard, I'm glad I missed the whole thing! Had I highlighted something within the quote that I borrowed,it would have been in True Friendship, allusivenessor voice.By someone?  It's okay to use my name. And it's 'her' quote btw. There's a big difference in that I requoted your ENTIRE quote and left the quote in tact and in context for everyone to see and no one had to go hunting for your post or see a selected portion slanted out of context in anyway.  I highlighted what I was referring to instead and didn't lop off your remarks to suit my needs.  It is out of my respect for the poster and the integrity of their entire comment that I do this.My apologies for being considerate and respectful to your post.============================================================================Re:Joni M : DylanPosted by Littlesadie - 2010/04/26 02:18_____________________________________For some reason my posts are double posting============================================================================Re:Joni M : DylanPosted by wurlitzer - 2010/04/26 02:31_____________________________________Littlesadie wrote:For some reason my posts are double postingDoppelgÃ¤ngerFrom Wikipedia, the free encyclopediaFor other uses, see DoppelgÃ¤nger (disambiguation).A doppelgÃ¤nger ( pronunciation (helpÂ·info)) is the ghostly double of a living person, a sinister form of bilocation.	Look up doppelganger or DoppelgÃ¤nger in Wiktionary, the free dictionary.In the vernacular, the word "doppelgÃ¤nger" has come to refer (as in German) to any double or look-alike of a person. The word is also used to describe the sensation of having glimpsed at oneself in peripheral vision, in a position where there is no chance that it could have been a reflection. They are generally regarded as harbingers of bad luck. In some traditions, a doppelgÃ¤nger seen by a person's friends or relatives portends illness or danger, while seeing one's own doppelgÃ¤nger is an omen of death. In Norse mythology, a vardÃ¸ger is a ghostly double who precedes a living person and is seen performing their actions in advance============================================================================Re:Joni M : Dylan \"not authentic _ plagiarist _ faPosted by elmer - 2010/04/26 03:25_____________________________________people, people! we are all god's children. so let's try to get along like he and rodney king would want us to. civil discourse is the backbone of a democratic society after alli hope no one calls the police because of this post.============================================================================Re:Joni M : Dylan \"not authentic _ plagiarist _ fake\"Posted by Chimes - 2010/04/26 03:29_____________________________________One can add numerous things to words to make full of.Another example: Bob Dylan is an Honorary.Chimes============================================================================Re:Joni M : DylanPosted by SLuggy - 2010/04/26 04:24_____________________________________Garilia wrote:Littlesadie wrote:here's what I have to say on the topic, who gives a fart what Joni thinks or says?Am I the only one that still think farts are riotous as I enter middle age?'Brrrrph!''You farted!''Heh heh'Cheers, SLuggy============================================================================Re:Joni M : DylanPosted by Warren - 2010/04/26 05:37_____________________________________.Chimes wrote:just for the record, I was quoted a few pages backby someone who highlighted a portion of what I wrote andthen complained about his quote being altered, by Warren, for specificity.If there is a standard, I'm glad I missed the whole thing! Had I highlighted something within the quote that I borrowed,it would have been in True Friendship, allusivenessor voice.And again, just for the record, that someone (Littlesadie) had this to say in another thread, addressing myself:So, to jump into the end of the thread and yell troll shows how boring it must really be for you around here. Troll or not, no one is hurting anyone or causing undo stress and name calling, that is, except for YOU.The bolded text, above, is my (Warren's) doing. Btw, I didn't "yell" anything.  I made this simple statement: Call this a Troll Alert.Source (about 1/3 the way down from the top of the page): http://tinyurl.com/2em2y6hThen, we have this remark in this thread:Littlesadie wrote :Unfortunately, you jacknuts have just reinforced you have nothing to say on the topic, have become stale and have nothing to offer and have waaaaaaaay too much time on your hands.Gee, I thought name-calling was out.  Never been called a jacknut, before.  I kinda doubt that Garilia has either.  Just what is a jacknut, anyway?  Oh, I know, I could google it, but when there is someone in this forum so adept at that, then why bother.So, Chimes, there does appear to be a standard.  I'd be inclined to call it a double standard.Note to Marcel:  I'm doing my best, man. B)============================================================================Re:Joni M : DylanPosted by wurlitzer - 2010/04/26 06:04_____________________________________i am afraid that there are some people in this world who have brains that work like change machines.  you put in a dollar and you get four quarters back.  with the better minds,   you put in a dollar and you get two dollars in return.  this is how inductive reasoning works.  then there is a kind of reductive reasoning that gives you a jackass for a doppelganger.  heaven knows out of what kind of stuff these brains are made.  001101011100011 perhaps?============================================================================Re:Joni M : DylanPosted by elmer - 2010/04/26 14:52_____________________________________please see below============================================================================Re:Joni M : DylanPosted by ian in qatar - 2010/04/26 18:16_____________________________________Ahhhhhh.....the ecstasy of influence============================================================================Re:Joni M : DylanPosted by Not Henry Porter - 2010/04/26 22:02_____________________________________SLuggy wrote:Am I the only one that still think farts are riotous as I enter middle age?Cheers, SLuggyThey may still be humorous as you enter middle age but that's about the time it is wise to stop trusting them.============================================================================Re:Joni M : DylanPosted by Garilia - 2010/04/27 01:15_____________________________________Not Henry Porter wrote:SLuggy wrote:Am I the only one that still think farts are riotous as I enter middle age?Cheers, SLuggyThey may still be humorous as you enter middle age but that's about the time it is wise to stop trusting them.Very wise, but they're still riotous.============================================================================Re:Joni M : DylanPosted by Not Henry Porter - 2010/04/27 01:28_____________________________________I think we need a follow-up interview over what Joni Mitchell really thinks about Bob Dylan.  I'm sure both she and Bob would love that.  I think Joni may be refering to the fact that "Bob Dylan" and Robert Zimmerman are distinct characters, where as Joni is Joni, there is no inauthenticity.  As for plagarism, she may not mean that disrespectfully, just commenting upon their different ways of arranging lyrics.============================================================================Re:Joni M : DylanPosted by Garilia - 2010/04/27 02:14_____________________________________plagiarism only has a negative connotation.============================================================================Re:Joni M : DylanPosted by wurlitzer - 2010/04/27 02:25_____________________________________Garilia wrote:Not Henry Porter wrote:SLuggy wrote:Am I the only one that still think farts are riotous as I enter middle age?Cheers, SLuggyThey may still be humorous as you enter middle age but that's about the time it is wise to stop trusting them.Very wise, but they're still riotous.they are not so funny for those past middle age, when the smell  becomes more deadly than a laughing adolescent can imagine============================================================================Re:Joni M : Dylan \"not authentic _ plagiarist _ fake\"Posted by Tim Out of Mind - 2010/04/27 04:52_____________________________________I don't doubt that much of what Joni says is true.  She is a great singer/songwriter, too.  However, for someone who has lifted words and lyrics from various sources, Bob has a remarkably long list of lyrics and lines that he's made his own.I love all of Bob's work.  Regardless of where it comes from, it's good.  I don't know Bob so I have no idea how authentic or sincere he is, but I do know the majority of his work sounds more or at least equally as sincere of any other artist I've ever seen or heard.Even if we did know him we might not know him.  We're not there.  Who knows anyone these days.  This sounds like a Mitchell ado about nothing.Good day, sirs.============================================================================Re:Joni M : Dylan \"not authentic _ plagiarist _ fake\"Posted by headfullofideas - 2010/04/27 06:03_____________________________________It is SO obvious..Joni was intimdated by his incredibly:laugh:  good looks.============================================================================Re:Joni M : Dylan \"not authentic _ plagiarist _ fake\"Posted by Not Henry Porter - 2010/04/27 12:51_____________________________________Joni could never have written visions of Johanna and Bob could never have written Coyote.  They are different styles of songwriters.  Bob uses allusions and references to create amorphous images.  Joni is more concrete, it seems.  (I'm not that familiar with all her works).  I think Bob writes a lot from an assumed perspective, such as:"What would Mickey Mouse think if he were in this place emotionally?"Poetry is never footnoted.  Borrowing phrases, lines, images, etc. from other literary sources and using them in unique ways, sometimes as allusions and references, sometimes because the thought/idea was well-expressed already and does not need a unique artist's touch to make it powerful, is not unusual or morally reprehensible, even if called "plagarism":"I sleep in the kitchen with my feet in the hall..."============================================================================Re:Joni M : Dylan \"not authentic _ plagiarist _ fake\"Posted by raggedclown - 2010/04/27 16:15_____________________________________Joni's music is much more sophisticated than Bob's. There are 51 different tunings on her records. She is highly appreciated by jazz greats like Herbie Hancock and Wayne Shorter (who have played on her records, Hancock also winning a Grammy with his tribute record to Joni), who she possibly sees as her true peers. And then some bozo comes along and compares her to Bob because she "changed her name"If the press had been around in Ben Jonson's day (it was just in embryo form, satirized in Jonson's own Staple of News), I wonder if any reporter would have dared compare him to Shakespeare. Ben would have probably cut his ear off.============================================================================Re:Joni M : Dylan \"not authentic _ plagiarist _ faPosted by Morris Zollar - 2010/04/27 20:17_____________________________________The plain lady doth protest too much, methinks.============================================================================Re:Joni M : DylanPosted by elmer - 2010/04/27 21:49_____________________________________wurlitzer wrote:i dont remember who i was on the old pool. maybe somebody can tell me.my guess is that little sadie used to be country bob (in this pool) before his parents decided they wanted a girl.plain jane by any other name would be as smart and funnyhttp://www.countrybobs.com/products.html  i hope no one calls the police because of this post or buys A1============================================================================Re:Joni M : DylanPosted by standin_on_the_gallows - 2010/04/27 21:56_____________________________________This is getting way off topic. Let's get back to the orignal point of the thread. Thanks, everyone!============================================================================Re:Joni M : DylanPosted by PlainJane - 2010/04/27 22:09_____________________________________I think six pages of the original topic was way more than enough.============================================================================Re:Joni M : DylanPosted by Garilia - 2010/04/28 00:20_____________________________________Tim Out of Mind wrote:Okay I'll do my part.I was Tim Out of Mind at the old pool and I'm Tim Out of Mind here.Stay thirsty, my friends.I was Garilia then and now, and pretty much all the time inbetween, before, and yet to come.============================================================================Re:Joni M : DylanPosted by Garilia - 2010/04/28 00:21_____________________________________standin_on_the_gallows wrote:This is getting way off topic. Let's get back to the orignal point of the thread. Thanks, everyone!Which is that Joni Mitchell is a bitter dried up old tart who uses a lot of guitar tunings.============================================================================Re:Joni M : DylanPosted by Garilia - 2010/04/28 00:23_____________________________________PlainJane wrote:I think six pages of the original topic was way more than enough.Unfortunately this isn't about what you or I think, it's about what Joni thinks, and I don't even know that, I only know what it is reported she said.============================================================================Re:Joni M : Dylan \"not authentic _ plagiarist _ faPosted by adamselzer - 2010/04/28 14:37_____________________________________To rehash what I've said a million times:If you look at Tom Waits, John Lennon, or, hell, anyone, you tend to find just as many borrowed lines as Dylan has.The difference between calling things shout-outs, allusions, intertextuality and plagiarism tends to be whether you're trying to make someone look bad or not. Joni is seldom known to say anything nice about anyone. That just isn't how she rolls.   As to Dylan's voice, there's certainly a difference between his voice on Theme Time and on, say, the Rome interview or the Tell Ol Bill sessions. I think there's Bob the person, and there's Bob the character (that he plays to varying degrees at various times), just like, well, every single other public personality.============================================================================Re:Joni M : Dylan \"not authentic _ plagiarist _ faPosted by adamselzer - 2010/04/28 14:49_____________________________________Also: if you're not cool with the charcter vs the actual personality of a public person being occasionally out of sync, you're in for a very disappointing life.============================================================================Re:Joni M : Dylan \"not authentic _ plagiarist _ faPosted by Garilia - 2010/04/28 15:16_____________________________________*gasp* a performer who entertains us and puts on a show is engaging in deception.  Shocker!But Bob never claimed to be a spokesman for a generation, or a prophet, just a song and dance man.  How deceitful is that?  I know he is really the reincarnation of an old testament prophet in a post-modern neoclassical sense, or the reincarnation of Paul Revere's horse mixed with a New Pony named Lucifer.I believe every word literally.============================================================================
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